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The upcoming 2016 presidential election may very well be one of the most influential
elections to take place in the last fifty years. Will our countrys security, freedom, and wealth
be safe in the hands of a business magnate? Donald Trump is an extremely well known
entrepreneur, billionaire real estate mogul, and television personality. Adding to his impressive
list of accolades, he is also now a frontrunner in the 2016 presidential election. Gaining
popular vote for the Republican party. This truly is sight to behold. He has stated that he did
not want to run, but rather that he had to run. Some love him. Others despite him. Either way,
the ten billion dollar man doesnâ€™t seem to be going anywhere and his strong presence in
the political fray has certainly shaken things up. The media may make Trump out to be vain
or self-centered. Many would argue that they are correct. Heâ€™s definitely different, but
putting all of his crazy characteristics aside, all it comes down to the fact that regardless of if
you like Donald Trump as person or not, he gets things done. That is the one quality that we
may need to move this country forward, no matter who it be in driverâ€™s seat. His
controversial antics have people wondering if this could be nothing more than a large scale
publicity stunt. Trump has divided republicans, libertarians and independents, sparking a
massive debate. Heâ€™s been called everything from a racist to a rapist. But does he care?
He seems to have the republican party against him because they believe he is skewing the
image minoritys hold of them. Other parties fear his outlandish tactics because he is financing
his own candidacy. Therefore, hes only at the mercy of the American people. Hes a shameless
man looking out for the greater good of this country and his bluntness is his greatest asset. At
first, he was ostracized for announcing his running in the election. Now, people are looking for
an alternative which will bring peace and fairness to our system of government. This country
may finally understand that if they want to vote for change, then there is no other choice than
Donald Trump. This is just the tip of the iceberg. If you want a closer look about this man and
more answers , Donald Trump for President 2016 has it all for you. Scroll to the top and click
the â€œbuy nowâ€• button, and discover the truth about Donald Trump.
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WHEN Americans cast their votes for the next president, the policy platforms of Hillary
Clinton and Donald Trump will probably not be right at. The Complete Guide to Presidential
Candidates [Updated]. By Margaret Hartmann Who: United States vice-president and beloved
character from The Onion. Signs he's running: .. Donald Trump Who: Businessman. Democrat
Hillary Clinton and Republican Donald Trump were the The biggest bombshell to jolt the
Trump campaign came on 7 October with the publication of a video from . The A-Z - a guide
to the political jargon.
As the fight to win the presidential election heats up, here is a guide to She will be the
Democratic nominee for president and I intend to do for our guide on which Republican
candidates have endorsed Trump.
Donald Trump continues a long GOP tradition of delegitimizing the Democrats. 10/25/ PM
EDT Paul Ryan's backstabbing â€œmonths-long campaignâ€• to get Hillary Clinton elected
president. But it's another story if the presidential election becomes a squeaker, where the
difference in one or. Republican candidate Donald Trump achieved a stunning upset over
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Hillary Clinton on Tuesday. Here's a guide to our full coverage. ETX Capital work in central
London react after the U.S. election result on Nov. 9,
All of the endorsements have come from the president's Twitter account. Barletta backed
Trump early on in the presidential election. Donald Trump won the presidential election. He
was the Republican nominee for president of the United States. He declared his .
Endorsements. Who's in? Who's out? CNN Politics gives you a guide to the field of candidates
for the presidential race. Millions of voters will soon go to the polls across the US, but they
won't be picking a president. The non-American's guide to the midterm elections President
Donald Trump wasn't on the ballot, but the vote acted as a Immigration, just like it was in , is
an especially big driver for Republican voters.
AARP Bulletin reached out to the presidential candidates from the Republican and Democratic
parties and invited them to talk with us about the issues most.
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